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LENT FOREVER! 

 

I am probably a week late, but if a sacrifice is worth making for Lent surely it 

is worth keeping for longer! So, we’ve started Lent, but “better late than     

never”, they say, so time to start our forever sacrifice!  

  I am not an advocate for giving up chocolate, wine or some other             

extravagance for 40 days as if practicing for a challenge in the wilderness. 

Chocolate is not an option when travelling in the desert, and a nice glass of 

red wine does nothing to quench your thirst, so let’s not pretend when the  

reality is that we are in the wilderness.  

  Our hopes and dreams will all melt away as long as we believe we can 

choose what to give up and set a limit of 40 days in which to complete our 

challenge. Perhaps, if we follow Jesus it will only take 40 days, but, let’s be 

honest, we are more like the stubborn Israelites of the Old Testament so it 

might take 40 years of sacrifice! Or more. 

  What we must give up to escape our wilderness is much greater than any 

trivial extravagance and it needs to be a forever sacrifice if we have a vision 

of reaching the promised land! This isn’t just a responsibility for our faith 

communities because it is a devil of a challenge to resist the temptations of 

worldly expectations and trust in a way to do things differently. 

  We want what we’ve got, and more, and will do anything to keep what 

we’ve got and get more. In fact, we will bow down and worship the leaders 

who promise us the earth if we elect them and jump at their commands. There 

is another way, but we can’t change back to our old ways after 40 days if we 

are going to make a difference in the wilderness the world is struggling 

through. 

  Jesus got out of the wilderness after 40 days because he resisted all the  

temptations, sent Satan running and committed himself to serving only God. 

The worry is that we haven’t got anywhere near the edge of the wilderness yet 



where the real work can begin because we are too easily tempted to follow 

people who promise a quick fix to all our problems — and we trust them to 

fix it! 

  It’s not up to everyone else to drive less and fly less; to plant more and care 

more; to waste less and protect more because we all need to sacrifice more 

and be happy with less. The promised land is not reached by following the 

quick fix promises of a leader, but is the long term commitment by a       

community of individuals who promise to take as longs as it needs to achieve 

what has to be done. 

  So, what are you giving up forever that can begin this Lent and help you to 

find a new life, that will encourage your family, that can be an inspiration to 

your community, then be a challenge to the nation to lead us all out of the 

wilderness to find the promised land!  

  It will take longer than 40 days, but it will be worth it because only when 

the will of God is done on earth as in heaven will the Kingdom come. There 

will never be a better time to be late with making Lent last Forever… 

 

Many blessings, Richard 

   

An ECO suggestion 

Why not sponsor an olive tree in Palestine for £15.00? 

The Olive Tree campaign for solidarity with Palestinian 
farmers started in 2002. It is a joint initiative between the 
YMCA in East Jerusalem and the YWCA of Palestine. They 
aim to plant 8000 olive trees a year. 

More details, and to arrange how to sponsor a tree, can be 
found at www.embraceme.org/olive-tree- project  or ask 
Sheila 

http://www.embraceme.org/olive


“2020” Vision Climate for the Church to call to Arms 

God loves His creation! As we enter 2020 we pray individually that we all accept current, 

widespread scientific concerns, (outlined in a "20/20" vision for Climate Change) regarding 

our world and the devastating effects of climate change. Such concerns were intimated by 

climatologists in the 1960's with Prince Charles attempting to bring these to everyone in 

early 1970s, these were scorned by interested parties & largely discredited, thankfully  

within this last decade the claims have continued & now confirmed across the scientific 

community with now wider public support but unfortunately little action. 

Because of in effect a lack of action there now is urgency, unless we soon earnestly strive 

to start actions across the board then this decade is probably the last one available in 

which we can change our direction to avoid the point of no-return whereby the Planet will 

move inevitably to the point when it can no longer sustain mankind as it now is. It looks 

increasingly likely it may be this generation who experience these catastrophic and         

dramatic changes? 

We Pray, for hearts & minds to be open to the gravitas of this situation, for our voice to be 

heard; and for the political will to legislate solutions. We pray God for the time needed and 

guide us in this process as we pray this our Earth, this so tiny spark of hope seeded by God 

out of the fire of Creation  starts the process of healing through us deciding and              

implementing our, God given part in Creation.   

God, who made us stewards of this planet, 

Thank you for the wonders of the natural world, and for our increasing understanding of 

the harmony and interdependence of so many factors. 

Lord, we know that the climate is changing, and that our activities can influence this 

change,  

And we pray for the global will to limit damage, and to repair and restore the balance. 

Just at the moment, Lord, we’re so aware of the bush fires raging in Australia, and our 

thoughts are with all those working to the point of exhaustion to try to contain them, and 

with those having to leave their homes, not knowing whether those homes will still be 

there for them to return to. 

Lord, may the fire of your Spirit never burn beyond your control – so, when we feel over-

whelmed by situations, draw near . . . 

“Kindle a flame to lighten the dark, and chase all fear away” 



 

WOW!!! 

We come together on a Thursday to help our neighbours get out of the house, feel 
better and enjoy life more. 

We come together to provide activities that are fun and to create a place to enable us 
to deepen friendships as well as fight loneliness, help folk to deal with life’s issues, and 
have fun. 

Some of these friendships started when we met complete strangers over 5 years ago. 
We had the courage, and took the risk, to create Look After Yourself and  Today’s our 
Day for the village. 

And they had the courage to come and try it out 

A special community has evolved and yesterday it all felt particularly special. Several 
folk went out of their way to express that. 

The feel of the place was phenomenal. 16 people stayed after Look After Yourself to 
chat, following a session where two new people said how much they’d enjoyed being 
amongst the 27 people at the session. The super biscuits were provided by folk bringing 
them in to share with the whole group. 

Today’s our Day rocked as 10 people crowded round and enjoyed games in the hall. At 
the same time 8 people enjoyed each other’s company in the Jubilee Room, where the 
carers have some down time. 

People who attend the sessions talk to friends, family and other people they meet. As a 
result, there were new faces at Today’s our Day and Neighbours on line. A new group 
has made a block booking at the hall. We have made connections with other groups for 
someone who doesn’t come to the sessions. As a result, the person is very grateful and 
feels less alone and more supported by our community. 

There will certainly have been many other conversations that will have enriched lives 
yesterday. 

On top of all this, the news came through that the Nomads Community Bus, run by local 
people for local people, can run for another year to help folk get together for trips   
including the Membership Group outings, TOD events, Good Lunch Clubs, Pilgrimage 
trips. This bus runs on Goodwill as well as diesel and friendships formed on Thursday’s 
have led to days out together as friendships grow. 

Who knows what all this will lead to?  

But one thing is for sure, it is a place where there is a glimpse of the what Heaven on 
earth looks like as we come together to help people live life, and live it a little more  
fully. 

It’s a privilege for me to be part of it with you. 



March Interfaith prayers for peace  

A Christian prayer for peace Jesus said: ‘Love your 

enemies; do good to those who hate you; bless those 

who curse you. To those who strike you on the cheek, 

offer the other also. Give to everyone who begs from you. And as you wish that 

others would do to you, do so to them.’ 

A Buddhist prayer for peace May all beings everywhere plagued with suffering 

quickly be freed. May the frightened be at peace, and the bound set free. May 

those who find themselves in a trackless, fearful  wilderness – the children, the 

aged, the unprotected – be protected by beneficent celestials, and swiftly attain 

Buddhahood. 

A Jewish prayer for peace Come, let us go to the mountain of the Lord, that we 

may walk the paths of the Most High. And we shall beat our swords into          

ploughshares and our spears into pruning hooks. Nation shall not lift up sword 

against  nation; neither shall they learn war any more. And none shall be afraid, for 

the mouth of the Lord of Hosts has spoken. 

A Native American prayer for peace O Great Spirit of our Ancestors, we raise the 

pipe to you, to your messengers the four winds, and to Mother Earth who provides 

for your children. Give us the wisdom to teach our children to love, to respect, to be 

kind to each other so that they may grow with peace in mind. Let us learn to share 

all the good things that you provide for us on this Earth. 

A Sikh prayer for peace God judges us according to our deeds,  not by the coat that 

we wear. Truth is above everything, but higher still is truthful living. Know that we 

attain God when we love, and only that  victory endures in consequence of which 

Age UK now  have surgeries at Signpost offices, Russell Square, 

Broadway WR12 7AP on  the 1st and 3rd Mondays of each month 

from 10.00 a.m. to 14.00 p.m. 

Drop in or call  01386 859029 to make an appointment. 

Age UK offer advice on a number of issues to anyone aged over 

50 



Services in March 

All services start at 10.30am. Everyone is invited to stay for 
refreshments  in the Church Hall after the service. 

Sunday March 1st            Revd. Richard Becher                

Sunday March 8th            Revd. Jo Williamson 

Sunday March 15th          Revd. Richard Becher 

Sunday March 22nd         Service at Methodist Church 

Sunday  March 29th         Revd. Kevin Snyman 

                                             Commitment for Life 

Sunday April 5th                Revd. Richard Becher 

Birthday Celebrations 

4th March     Nancy Rogers  

14th March    Sheila Payne  

18th March    Laura Holt  



Elder Judith Gibbons 

Sunday 1st March  

Welcome Joanne Griffin 

Reading Christine Waller 

Coffee Sue Jones and Megan Thomas 

Flowers Christine Waller 

Sunday 8th March  

Welcome Michael Davies 

Reading  Noel Kershaw 

Coffee Laura Holt and Christine Kershaw 

Flowers Kathryn Louch 

Sunday 15th March  

Welcome Bruce Wallace 

Reading Joanne Griffin 

Coffee Marilyn and Eric Watts 

Flowers Laura Holt 

Sunday 22nd March Service at Methodist Church 

Sunday 29th March  

Welcome Virginia Becher 

Reading Vicki Packman 

Coffee Margaret Harrington and Jill Hedges 

Flowers Christine Waller 



Elder Marylin Watts 

Sunday  5th April  

Welcome Eric Watts 

Reading Julie Stickler 

Coffee Pat Davies and Marylin Watts 

Flowers Judith Gibbons 

Sunday 12th April Easter Day 

Welcome Judy Aiton 

Reading Michael Eden 

Coffee Judith Gibbons and Laura Holt 

Flowers Flower Guild 

Sunday 19th April  

Welcome Ian Tucker 

Reading Maggie Tucker 

Coffee Maggie Tucker and Christine Kershaw 

Flowers  

Sunday 26th April   

Welcome Julie Stickler 

Reading Johnny Evans 

Coffee Sue Jones and Mary Evans 

Flowers  



What’s On ? 
At  Broadway URC , 77, High Street, Broadway . WR12 

What’s On March April May 

Sunday Service 10.30—11.30 am 1,8,15,22, 

29 

5,12,19,26 3,10,17,24,

31 

Tuesday    

Table Games Afternoon 2-4pm 3rd 7th 5th 

Wednesday    

Neighbours on Line  Computers 

and  Internet Coaching    2-4pm 

11,25 8,22 6,20 

Threads  2-4pm 18 15 20th 

Thursday    

Look After Yourself—Gentle     

Exercises    10.30 – 11.30am 

5,12,19,26 2,9,16,23, 

30 

7,14,21,28 

Today’s Our Day   Activities and 

Chat    2-4pm 

5,12,19,26 2,9,16,23, 

30 

7,14,21,28 

Events    

Quiz and Supper 21st   

Pilgrimage Trips 6th 24th 22nd 



A Visit to South Africa by Chris Nuttall (Susan’s son) 

On Boxing Day my wife Chenda and I flew to South Africa and spent 

three weeks on holiday with our son, Peter, who has been working 

there for the last seven years as a Scripture Union volunteer running 

clubs and camps for children and young people.  

We saw beautiful scenery near his home at Port Shepstone, at Oribi 

Gorge, Swaziland, Hartbeespoort Lake and the Drakensberg       

Mountains. We saw elephants, rhino, buffalo, giraffe, zebra, hippo, 

wart hog, leopard, wild dog, a variety of antelope and about 170    

species of birds in the Mkhuze and Kruger National Parks.  

We attended two church services. One was a three hour service in a 

township near Klerksdorp with its interesting mix of incense,        

spontaneous singing, dancing, preaching in a mix of Setswana and 

English and the half-hour offertory!  The other was at Peter’s home 

church in Margate where it was lovely to hear how much he is        

appreciated for the work he is doing, not just with children but for his 

contributions to their bible studies and for his visiting of the elderly 

(which he never mentions in his newsletters!). 

We were in Klerksdorp to lead a training day for about 60 Sunday 

school teachers in Matlosane Diocese. This followed on from training 

conferences that Chenda and I had helped run in 2012 and 2015 when 

I worked at Lichfield Cathedral and this was their link diocese. 

We saw first hand how Peter has grown in his faith and experience 

and is now training local South Africans in how to share the gospel 

with their children. The Bishop was so impressed that he has asked 

Peter to go back and do some further training with them. 

There are many examples in the bible of older people ‘passing on the 
baton’ to others (e.g. 1 Corinthians 15 v 3). Susan and my father,   

Brian, passed the baton on to us and we are now passing on the baton 
to Peter. Thank you for your support, prayers and encouragement to 
Peter. I know that he greatly appreciates it and that thousands of    

children are benefitting both directly and indirectly from his work.  



It is now 75 years since the liberation of Auschwitz and it was thought that many of 
you will not have seen the article I wrote about my visit. I was attending the       
wedding of a nephew and Auschwitz was not far away.   

An Unforgettable Visit     Michael Eden 

On the 14th September 2013 I drove into the concentration camp at Auschwitz, in 
Poland. It was a strange feeling. As with every one of you, I had heard of the place 
and seen many pictures of it. The first thing that surprised me was the huge number 
of people who were visiting, with over 20 coaches, mini buses and cars in the    
parking area. Somehow it seemed wrong, but as it is now a World Heritage Site, 
they were only doing what me and members of my family were doing, just visiting. 
There are in fact 3 camps, the first is the former Polish army barracks that was taken 
over by the Germans, but this proved to be too small so they had built Auschwitz – 
Birkenau (number 2). The third was smaller and housed workers for the industrial 

unit next to the camp. This no longer exists.  

The entrance to Auschwitz 1 is through the gate that 
bears the motto, ‘Work brings freedom’, it didn’t, for 
the majority who entered it brought death. This site 
contains the main museum where you can see the 
hair, shoes, suitcases, children’s clothes, carpets 
made of human hair and other personal items and 
also harrowing photographs of many of the prisoners. 

The horrible bits I’m not going to mention. I walked into the only gas chamber on 
that site, a low building that had been adapted from a weapons store, the             
experience was very moving.  

One thing the Europeans do not do is queue in an orderly fashion as we do, so it 
was a scrum to get onto the coach to take us to Auschwitz 2. (and back again) The 
thing that staggered everyone was the shear size of the place, about 1 square mile 
with the remains of the huts further than you could see. One of the pictures that is 
familiar to us is of the railway line that runs under the archway into the camp. My 
photograph is taken at the far end of the line, and for vast numbers of people that is 
what it was. The cattle trucks were unloaded of people, if they were still alive, after 
days with no food or water. They were selected for work or death and either side of 
me were gas chambers and crematoria. So it was off the train, leave your luggage 
on the floor and go and get a shower to freshen up. The shower was of course the 
poison gas. In many ways they were the lucky ones, the rest were worked to death 
in totally appalling conditions. The most moving thing on this site are 2 ponds. Holes 
were dug to put the ashes of those who had been cremated, but they soon became 
too small. The thing that makes them so special is that the water is still grey from 
the ashes. We all stood in silence around a pond, the most moving part of the visit.  



COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS leaflet will be available for use during Lent. 

They will be at the back of the church. They have a new look this year, 

focussing on Kenya and the effects of climate change there. There are 

also daily devotions. 

Christian Aid is suffering a large decline in its funds and will have to 

cut back on some of its work, meaning that people will suffer.  Let us 

be generous in supporting them. 

 

On March 29th our service will be led by Revd. Dr Kevin Snyman 
who manages Commitment For Life (CFL) at Tavistock Place (URC 
Headquarters). 
For newer members, Commitment for Life is a special arrangement 
which the URC has with Christian Aid, supporting Christian Aid’s 
work in four areas – Zimbabwe, Bangladesh, Israel and the        
Palestinian Occupied Territories, and Honduras and Nicaragua in 
Central America. 
Supporters commit to giving for their lifetime in order that the 
poor in those regions may have Life.  There is no legal               
arrangement, it is simply a commitment between oneself and the 
Lord. At the service there will be a collecting box for those who 
wish to make a contribution, but do not wish to commit to a       
regular donation.  
Sheila will have booklets about CFL to distribute a few weeks   
before the service. 

I drove out of Auschwitz, multiple thousands never 
left. It was worse than I had expected. Have we 
learnt anything from the horrors of this place? No. 

 



These stories were written by Michael Eden for PILOTS 

The Adventures of Wilfred and Wendy, the Wiggly Worms.                 

Story 1 

Once upon a time there were two worms named Wilfred and Wendy. They 

lived in a garden. It was quite a nice garden with a lawn, 

flower bed, a  vegetable garden and a few small bushes. 

There was also a pile of rocks and soil which is where 

they lived for some of the time as they felt quite safe 

there. In the summer they would go on holiday to visit 

relatives in the vegetable garden. Sometimes they did 

not really enjoy it as the ground was hard to get through, but at least there 

were different leaves to eat. At night Wilfred and Wendy would very      

carefully poke their heads out of the holes in the rockery, grab a leaf and 

pull it back down the hole to eat it. Sometimes they would very carefully 

leave the rockery to search for more food, but it was a risky thing to do.  

 One morning just before they went to bed for the day, Wilfred saw a friend 

do a very stupid thing. There was a tapping noise on the edge of the lawn 

and before Wilfred could say ‘stop’ his friend had poked his head out to see 

what was making the noise. This was a huge mistake because the Blackbird 

who had been jumping up and down on the lawn, grabbed his friend, pulled 

him out of the hole and ate him for breakfast. That’s what Blackbirds do. 

One day, the strange creatures that lived in the big 

pile of bricks came down the garden. Wilfred thought 

that the one with the hairy face was called, ‘Oi You’ 

and the other one, ‘Yes Dear’. The hairy faced one 

started prodding the ground with a thing with lots of 

metal spikes. He said ‘hmm’ and ‘oh’ lots of times. 

‘This ground needs some compost so that the worms 

can pull the compost into the ground’, he said. ‘I 

could have told you that ages ago’ thought Wilfred, it 



is hard work eating through this ground to make    

tunnels’. Sure enough a few days later a big pile of 

compost arrived and the strange creature with a hairy 

face spread it over the ground. Not long after the 

strange creature with the hairy face called ‘Oi You’ 

came and tipped a bucket with lots of worms onto the 

garden. He waited until they had made holes and disappeared into the 

ground or else the Blackbird would have eaten them for his supper. Some of 

the new worms stayed near- by and the rest wiggled off to find new homes. 

All worms can have babies which is very useful as a lot get eaten by birds 

and other creatures. It was not long before Wilfred and Wendy had lots of    

wiggly little worms to look after. There was, Winifred, Walter, Wally,    

Whilamena, Wessex, Wayne,   William, Wanda, and several others. 

As it was Spring, the strange creature with the hairy face came down the 

garden and started digging the ground with the thing with the metal spikes. 

The worms went down in their tunnels as fast as they could because they 

knew that if they ended up on top of the soil the Blackbird would gobble 

them up for his dinner. The creature then planted lots of seeds and during 

the summer watered them and got rid of the plants he called weeds. One 

day, as the days were getting shorter the strange creature with the hairy 

face came to the garden and dug up lots of plants and picked some others.  

Later in the day both ‘Oi You’ and ‘Yes Dear’ came down the garden and 

they were very happy. ‘I won prizes for my  vegetables at the village garden 

show’ said Oi You, ‘and it’s all thanks to all the worms for all the work they 

did for me. They are really important in the garden.’ Wilfred and Wendy 

looked at each other, ‘Us, important’ they said. They thought for a moment, 

‘if you think about it, I suppose we are, and all the other creatures who live 

here. A lot of those strange creatures would go hungry if it wasn’t for us’, 

said Wilfred. ‘We really are important, us, just wiggly little worms,’ said the 

baby worms as they wiggled through the tunnels. ‘Don’t get big headed,’ 

said Wendy, ‘or you will get stuck in the tunnel’. ‘If you think about it, it 

doesn’t really matter who or what you are, everybody and everything is  

important in one way or another’.  

Stories are property of Michael Eden and illustrations the property of  Claire 

Watson-Staite. 
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REGULAR MEETINGS 

 
Monday           Broadway and Towerview Playschool 9am –12noon 

                        Choir 6pm—8pm 

 

Tuesday         Table Games Afternoon 1st Tuesday each month      
2-4pm 

                      Tai Chi 6.30 -8pm 

 

Wednesday    Broadway and Towerview Playschool  9am –12noon 

                      Neighbours on Line 2- 4pm every other week 

                     Threads 2pm –4pm  3rd Wednesday of month 

                      

Thursday       Look After Yourself 10.30am—12noon 

                     Today’s Our Day    2-4pm  

 

Friday             Yoga            10.30—12 noon 

 

Saturday       Talking Teapot 11-1pm 2nd Saturday of the month 

 

 

http://www.broadwayurc-orcs.org.uk/

